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This is the year I put my financial life in order
Business Administration
Michelle M. Briggs

The little book of common sense investing:
the only way to guarantee your fair share of stock market returns
Business Administration
Kelsey M. Brundige

Invested:
how Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger taught me to master my mind, my emotions, and
my money (with a little help from my dad)
Business Administration
Kaylee P. Dondi

Political risk:
how businesses and organizations can anticipate global insecurity
Business Administration
Jessie C. Downer

No limits: blow the cap off your capacity
Business Administration
Jill E. Hersey
**Crashed: how a decade of financial crises changed the world**

Business Administration  
Kaung M. Htay

**Adam Smith: father of economics**

Business Administration  
David A. Jolin

**Economics for the Common Good**

Business Administration  
Emily M. Linendoll

**The truth machine: the blockchain and the future of everything**

Business Administration  
Melody A. Marcella

**AIQ:**  
how people and machines are smarter together  

Business Administration  
Mireille Moussoyi

**Dying for a paycheck:**  
how modern management harms employee health and company performance--and what we can do about it  

Business Administration  
Cameron J. Winter
**Temp:**
how American work, American business, and the American dream became temporary

Business Careers
Katherine A. Burr

---

**Once upon an algorithm: how stories explain computing**

CIS - Computer Science
Ryan E. Zurrin

---

**Networking for dummies**

CIS - Networking
Jared E. Gerard

---

**American prison:**
a reporter's undercover journey into the business of punishment

Criminal Justice
Caleb L. Keels

---

**A place for Pluto**

Early Childhood Education
Sarah E. Adriance

---

**She persisted: 13 American women who changed the world**

Early Childhood Education
Alexandria T. Brandon
Grumpy monkey

Early Childhood Education
Denise M. Foss

The perfectionists: how precision engineers created the modern world

Engineering
Destiny L. Bigelow

The design of everyday things

Engineering
Jisen Hu

How things are made: from automobiles to zippers

Engineering
Thien C. Nguyen

Engineering:
an illustrated history from ancient craft to modern technology

Engineering
Abigail S. Shin
John J. Spence

Driverless: intelligent cars and the road ahead

Engineering
Andrew J. Turnbough
The poisoned city: Flint's water and the American urban tragedy

Environmental Science
Brian M. Palmieri

The world only spins forward: the ascent of Angels in America

Fine Arts - Theatre Arts/Honors
Shannon M. Gwozdz

Abstract painting: a celebration of contemporary art

Fine Arts - Visual Arts
Laura C. Burgess
Jimmy Phan

Fashion climbing

Fine Arts - Visual Arts
Laurie A. McArthur

Art: the definitive visual guide

Fine Arts - Visual Arts
Kassidy J. O’Leary
Paige R. Speth

Firestorm: how wildfire will shape our future

Fire Science
Shawn C. Leary
The Distracted Mind: Ancient Brains in a High-Tech World

Health Science
Ashley Jolin

What the eyes don't see:
a story of crisis, resistance, and hope in an American city

Health Science
Hannah M. Martin

Muscles:
164 anatomy cards

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Jonathan R. Bailey

The complete human body collection v. 1

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Jamie L. Brown

The complete human body collection v. 2

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Brittany L. Condon

The complete human body collection v. 3

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Chandler E. DeGrenier
Medical terminology made incredibly easy!

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Theresa A. Kelly

Natural causes:
an epidemic of wellness, the certainty of dying, and killing ourselves to live longer

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Hahna Kim

Jaws: the story of a hidden epidemic

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Almena M. Moore Boyd

The poison squad:
one chemist's single-minded crusade for food safety at the turn of the twentieth century

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)/Honors
Cami M. Smachetti

What you really need to know before anatomy, physiology and microbiology:
a science primer for pre-nursing & allied health students

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Tracy M. Stoddard

The empathy exams: essays

Health Science (Pre-Nursing)
Emily E. Kaufman
Why we revolt: a patient revolution for careful and kind care

Health Science (Pre-PTA)
Savanah S. Brown

Slow medicine: the way to healing

Health Science (Pre-PTA)
Lior J. Gazit

An American sickness: how healthcare became big business and how you can take it back

Health Science - Community Health
Oksana O. Dix

The world's strongest librarian: a book lover's adventures

Health Science - Physical Fitness
Kevin P. Beaulieu

Flashcards for Differentiating Surgical Instruments: Introductory Deck

Health Science - Surgical Technology
Elizabeth M. Dionne

The joy of mixology: the consummate guide to the bartender's craft

Hospitality Administration - Career Option
Emma H. Barile
Awkward: the science of why we're socially awkward and why that's awesome

Human Services-Social Work Transfer Concentration
America L. Lopez

American fix: inside the opioid addiction crisis - and how to end it

Human Services-Social Work Transfer Concentration/Honors
Sandra D. Sermini-Curtiss

Dopesick: dealers, doctors, and the drug company that addicted America

Human Services-Social Work Transfer Concentration/Honors
Soncere M. Williams

Barking to the choir: the power of radical kinship

Human Services-Social Work Transfer Concentration
Alicia A. Starsja

Heartland: a memoir of working hard and being broke in the richest country on Earth

Liberal Arts
Eastlynd K. Bates

The fighters: Americans in combat in Afghanistan and Iraq

Liberal Arts
Kyle N. Berard
The white king: Charles I: traitor, murderer, martyr

Liberal Arts
Deidre S. Brainerd

Daemon voices: on stories and storytelling

Liberal Arts
Rebecca L. Cook

Fear: Trump in the White House

Liberal Arts/Honors
Alison M. Drozd

Battles that changed history

Liberal Arts
Ramsey A. El Taieb

The fate of Rome: climate, disease, and the end of an empire

Liberal Arts
Devin P. Feathers

The lost education of Horace Tate:
uncovering the hidden heroes who fought for justice in schools

Liberal Arts/Honors
Carly F. Holmes
The field of blood: violence in Congress and the road to civil war

Liberal Arts
Alexander S. Kusick

These truths: a history of the United States

Liberal Arts
Michaela M. Larkin

Circe: a novel

Liberal Arts
Robyn E. McCabe

The labyrinth of the spirits: a novel

Liberal Arts
Jack-Line A. Mercado

One person, no vote: how voter suppression is destroying our democracy

Liberal Arts
Colleen M. Moran

Fly girls: how five daring women defied all odds and made aviation history

Liberal Arts
Megan A. Scapin
Winners take all: the elite charade of changing the world
Liberal Arts/Honors
Lindsey A. Schnopp

What truth sounds like:
Robert F. Kennedy, James Baldwin, and our unfinished conversation about race in America
Liberal Arts
Gabriel J. Schultheis

Hippie
Liberal Arts
Malila Siv

Class matters: the strange career of an American delusion
Liberal Arts
Amy L. Wood

Life:
the leading edge of evolutionary biology, genetics, anthropology, and environmental science
Liberal Arts - Biological Science
Rebekah L. Baker

Know-it-all biology:
the 50 most elemental concepts in biology, each explained in under a minute
Liberal Arts - Biological Science
Britney D. Danials
How to be human: the ultimate guide to your amazing existence

Liberal Arts-Biological Science/Honors
Hannah M. Dargi
Jessica J. Levy

What a fish knows: the inner lives of our underwater cousins

Liberal Arts - Biological Science
Jared A. Haddad

Superbugs: an arms race against bacteria

Liberal Arts - Biotechnology
Kia Yang

Reading picture books with children: how to shake up storytime and get kids talking about what they see

Liberal Arts - Early Childhood
Jessica M. Burdick

The day you begin

Liberal Arts - Early Childhood
Sonia M. Garcia-Rijos

How schools work: an inside account of failure and success from one of the nation's longest-serving secretaries of education

Liberal Arts - Elementary Education
Christine L. Garrity
The schoolhouse gate: public education, the Supreme Court, and the battle for the American mind

Liberal Arts-Elementary Education /Honors
Adlai N. Greene

What school could be: insights and inspiration from teachers across America

Liberal Arts - Elementary Education
Samantha A. Phillips

Little soldiers: an American boy, a Chinese school, and the global race to achieve

Liberal Arts - Elementary Education
Jacob N. Tiffany

Teach like Finland: 33 simple strategies for joyful classrooms

Liberal Arts - Elementary Education
Sarah E. Turgeon

The first-year teacher's survival guide: ready-to-use strategies, tools & activities for meeting the challenges of each school day

Liberal Arts - Elementary Education
Carmen E. Villalobos Guevara

Berta Isla

Liberal Arts - Foreign Language
Brittney A. Collins
Neither devil nor child: how Western attitudes are harming Africa

Liberal Arts - International Studies /Honors
Lillian R. Sartorius

Instrumental: a memoir of madness, medication, and music

Liberal Arts - Psychology
Meghan M. Birch

The personality brokers: the strange history of Myers-Briggs and the birth of personality testing

Liberal Arts - Psychology /Honors
Lauren M. Eichorn

Soon: an overdue history of procrastination, from Leonardo and Darwin to you and me

Liberal Arts - Psychology
Thomas E. Gwinnell

Conquer medical coding: a critical thinking approach with coding simulations 2018

Medical Coding Technical Skills
Valerie E. Buckley

Wound, Ostomy, and Continence Nurses Society core curriculum Wound management

Nursing
Allison F. Andrews
At peace: choosing a good death after a long life

Nursing
Stephanie L. Aube

The way we die now: the view from medicine's front line

Nursing
Shaina R. Benham

American journal of nursing: reflections on nursing: 80 inspiring stories on the art and science of nursing

Nursing
Jenna L. Bodnar

Patient care: death and life in the Emergency Room

Nursing
Tyler V. Buratto

Nursing documentation made incredibly easy!

Nursing
Marybelle L. Burns

The butchering art: Joseph Lister's quest to transform the grisly world of Victorian medicine

Nursing
April A. Curtin
Medicine: the definitive illustrated history

Nursing
Spencer E. Ferro
Caitlin S. Gelineau

The language of kindness: a nurse's story

Nursing
Elisabeth C. George

Quackery: a brief history of the worst ways to cure everything

Nursing
Nataliya M. Houghton

The beautiful cure:
the revolution in immunology and what it means for your health

Nursing
Amy L. Hunt

The lion boy and other medical curiosities

Nursing
Andrew J. LaDouceur

The strange case of Dr. Couney:
how a mysterious European showman saved thousands of American babies

Nursing
Nicole L. Maloney
Nursing care planning made incredibly easy!

Nursing
Lauren A. Mullen

Nursing mnemonics: 108 memory tricks to demolish nursing school

Nursing
Kelsy M. Nixon

Confessions of a trauma junkie: my life as a nurse paramedic

Nursing
Patricia A. O'Brien

The mindful nurse:
using the power of mindfulness and compassion to help you thrive in your work

Nursing
Jack O'Meara

Stop nurse burnout:
What to do when working harder isn’t working

Nursing
Melissa L. Pantano

The antidote to suffering:
how compassionate connected care can improve safety, quality, and experience

Nursing
Stephanie J. Rogers
Caring for patients from different cultures

Nursing
Kristin E. Sanzone

Anatomy of stretching: a guide to increasing your flexibility

Physical Therapist Assistant
Johannah L. Barents

The concise book of muscles

Physical Therapist Assistant
Gregory P. DiLisio

Why things hurt: life lessons from an injury-prone physical therapist

Physical Therapist Assistant
Melina M. Nunes

Pathophysiology made incredibly visual!

Physical Therapist Assistant
Kate H. VanAlstyne

How far can you go?
my 25-year quest to walk again

Physical Therapist Assistant
Rachel R. Zink-Kavey
Awake at the bedside:
Contemplative teachings on palliative and end-of life care

Practical Nurse
Rachel N. Arseneau

Licensed Practical Nurse LPN Red-Hot Career Guide:
2563 Real Interview Questions

Practical Nurse
Molly E. Najimy